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Before you get your teen jabbed, you need
to see what the CDC just admitted to…
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We need your help! Join our growing army and click here to subscribe to ad-free Revolver. Or
give a one-time or a recurring donation during this critical time.
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Most of the readers here probably wouldn’t consider having their children vaccinated.
However, if you’re contemplating the idea or know someone who is, it’s important for you to
know what the CDC has recently admitted to. This knowledge will help you or. loved one
make an informed decision, because there are red flags flying everywhere.

As you’re likely aware, the government is preparing for another round of COVID vaccine
campaigns. Interestingly, they’re now promoting a new vaccine, as the previous 17 they rolled
out (a slight exaggeration) haven’t worked, to be totally honest.  Not sure why this next batch
will “suddenly” work, but that’s what they want you to believe.



Freyja™
@FreyjaTarte · Follow

NY Governor Kathy Hochul “Tell 
everybody don’t rely on the fact that you 
had a vaccine in the past, it will not help 
you this time around.”

And last time around it didn't keep you 
from getting, or spreading it contrary to 
what we were told repeatedly.

Watch on Twitter
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Now, this is the point where things become quite dicey and rather alarming, particularly for
teenagers who face minimal COVID risk factors to begin with. COVID expert Alex Berenson
revealed this highly important nugget of information in a post on X, and it’s crucial for every
parent to pay very close attention.

Here’s what Alex said:

Again, from @CDCgov’s OWN data: 1 million mRNA Covid shots for teens will
prevent 0-1 Covid deaths and CAUSE 100,000-200,000 severe side effects. Yes,
you read that right.

The math: Moderna trial teen subjects had a 25% risk of Grade 3/4 adverse events
if they received the shot, 5% for placebo. For Pfizer, the rates were about 11%
and 2% (Pfizer is a lower dose; why the placebo rates were different IDK.) That’s
a gap of 0.09 to 0.2, x1MM shots
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Alex Berenson
@AlexBerenson · Follow

Again, from @CDCgov’s OWN data:

1 million mRNA Covid shots for teens 
will prevent

0-1 Covid deaths 

and CAUSE

100,000-200,000 severe side effects.

Yes, you read that right.

11:45 AM · Sep 13, 2023
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Here’s a closeup of the images Alex shared:
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That’s a very startling revelation, and the numbers are jaw dropping. We genuinely hope that
parents grasp the gravity of this situation and take the time to gather more information.

Speaking of learning more, there’s another significant piece of information to share. A recent
study also has some very dire news for males who have received their full booster shots.
According to the study, they may have effectively reduced their lifespan by a staggering 24
years.

Slay:

An explosive new study has revealed that American men who have been “fully
boosted” with Covid shots will suffer a staggering 24-year loss in their life
expectancy.

Researchers have analyzed the official data from the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) and the UK government to determine the long-
term effects of mRNA injections.

The study sought to weigh the balance of risk for the vaccines by establishing
how long the negative side effects take to reduce over time after a person receives
each dose.

https://slaynews.com/news/24-years-wiped-life-expectancy-fully-boosted-men-study/


However, the researchers found that the damage doesn’t lessen over time and,
instead, it remains indefinitely, increasing with each shot.

The CDC All-Cause Mortality data has shown that each vaccine dose increased
mortality by seven percent in the year 2022 compared to the same figures for
2021.

The data revealed that each year, every vaccinated person becomes more and
more likely to die at a rate of seven percent per dose, per year.

This means that the mRNA vaccines and booster shots are a “slow-acting genetic
poison,” according to the study.

The study also found that the human body cannot recover from any amount of
mRNA injections.

So taking 2021 as the baseline, a person who received five doses would be 350%
more likely to die in 2031, 700% more likely to die in 2041, and 1050% more
likely to die in 2051 than an unvaxxed person.

Before you make any decisions regarding vaccination, it’s smart to take a moment, let things
settle, and thoroughly go over the constant stream of new data that’s coming out. Also, please
remember that unless your child has an underlying health condition or another factor that
places them at high risk, COVID is essentially no more severe than a common cold for healthy
teenagers.
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ago

A trial was done in
France by scientists
from different parts
of the world. They
found that 84% of the
jàbbed were omitting
numerous Mac
Addresses. Which
means people were
ínjectèd with a
Cømputer Operatíng
System. That’s what
this whole Jàb thing
is about. Connecting
our bodíes to the
Wèb.

 0  0

Jeffrey E
Terwilliger

Reply

− ⚑

>

deesnuts0480

10 hours

ago

"emitting"? Usually
not a spelling o�cer,
but this one is
meaning-altering

 0  0

Michael − ⚑M
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Woods
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> Mrs.

Sunshine

7 days

ago

edited

Serious and VERY
good question! I was
standing in line at my
pharmacy to pick up
some medication‘s
and I saw this
woman marching her
two children probably
ages two and four up
to the vaccination
station… I wanted to
scream out don’t do
that you will kill your
children, but I took
the cowardly way out
and STFU… I am
embarrassed to
relate this.

 2  0

Mike
Lofton

− ⚑

>

Michael

Woods

7 days
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Don't be. You're right
to see the danger, but
we don't control
others. That's what
progressives do.
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Dernon_Ruton

see more

Reply

− ⚑

> Mrs.

Sunshine

7 days

ago

Can it be charactized
as "attempted
murder" on the
parent's part --
stoked, encouraged,
and misled by the
state as he is, and
irresponsibly ignorant
as he may have
allowed himself to
remain -- if he thinks
in his misled and
ignorant good faith
that he's genuinely
helping his child? Is it
not rather a
particularly vicious
murder by hapless

 1  0

BB  − ⚑

>
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Dernon_Ruton

7 days

ago

The state is at the
very least an
accessorty to the
murder.
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Dernon_Ruton

see more

Reply

− ⚑

> BB

7 days

ago

Yes, BB, I would say
the hapless parent is
the accessory -- even
if his ignorance is
borderline
inexcusable -- but the
depopulationist,
genocidal state is the
far guiltier party.
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Sunshine
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>

Dernon_Ruton

7 days

ago

willful ignorance not
an excuse. the info is
widely available. at
best, if the kid dies,
it's state sanctioned
negligent homicide.
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Dernon_Ruton− ⚑

> Mrs.

Sunshine

7 days

ago

I don't suggest that
this kind of ignorance
was willful. Some
people just don't
have the mental
capacity to see
through the blown
smoke. The widely
available info you
refer to -- which
should lead to
shrewdness and
wisdom and
suspicion -- seems to
be selectively �ltered
or pushed out of their
minds by the
overwhelming noise
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overwhelming noise
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Excaliber007
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− ⚑

>

Dernon_Ruton

7 days

ago

We....can not actually
wake someone else
up. They themselves
have to wake up. And
that means they have
to experience
something that
shocks them into
doing so. Hopefully
that's not their own
death!
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6 days
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see more
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ago

edited

True, and often
stated: A
conservative is often
just a liberal who's
been mugged.

A "mugging" can take
many different forms,
and the death of a
Democrat may well
be one of them--
natural selection will
not be denied it's
place in evolution.
The most
unfortunate part is
that to a certain
extent they drag us

 0  0

Excaliber007− ⚑

>

American

6 days

ago

I agree! Thus....this is
really not our Home.
We are only
experiencing this for
the knowing we need
of what not to
embrace and retain.
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None of this goes
with us and where we
go...really is..our
Home. All this shall
come to pass as all
form does.

 0  0

PureBlood
in Libtard
Austin

Reply

− ⚑

>

Dernon_Ruton

7 days

ago

It IS an IQ test
combined with a
Darwin Candidate
application. Many will
make to the �nalist
stage and many will
ultimately win.

 4  0

deesnuts0480  − ⚑> RJOL

2 days ago

Did you know Contagiøn has never been
scienti�cally proven? But it has been
disproven during the so called Spanísh
Flù that was also caused through
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g
vaccínes? The U.S Army ran trials to
prove the Vírus spread from one person
to another and ended up proven the
opposite. These trials can be found in
book ‘The Invisible Rainbow’.
Everything we’ve been told is a líe.
Coincidentally the Aíds Vírus just like
CONVID was never isolated and puri�ed
using the Gold standard either.

 0  0

DeathMerchant  

Reply •

− ⚑

8 days ago

The unmitigated gall of this comparative handful
of self in�ated mis�ts who think they have the
right to do this to the rest of humanity. They are
no better than the Nuremberg criminals and
should suffer the same fate. Each and every one
of them. It should be the goal of the people to
make that happen.
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Dernon_Ruton  

Reply •

− ⚑

> DeathMerchant

7 days ago

It's certainly my goal -- after they are
duly and legally indicted, tried, and
convicted -- to live to see them swing
from lampposts. The USA has a lot of
lampposts.

 3  0

rashenulthot − ⚑

> DeathMerchant

8 days ago

People are too lazy to bother
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People are too lazy to bother...

 3  0

Jim_AZ  − ⚑

> rashenulthot

7 days ago

Partly, I think,

It is like a cult mass suicide.
The demi-gods and priests
from medical ABCs,
physicians clubs, elected
o�ces, and media visages, all
support drinking the koolaid.
Who wants to keep living in a
world where it's wrong to
believe in TV personalities and
in the government?
They must think that the
comet of compliance will
beam them up.

For others it as prioriti ing
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